
BASIC POSE: 1. Place the Death Troopers feet into base keys.   
      Slide torso onto waist key. 

2. Slide left hand into left arm key (A). Slide right hand with blaster into the right arm key (B) and  
 bring the blasters strap over the Death Troopers right shoulder (C).

3. The figures ON/OFF switch is located under it’s helmet. Place the helmet into the torsos neck key.
 This is the BASIC pose for the Death Trooper Premium Format™ Figure.
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ALTERNATE POSE: 1.Locate the items above (belt, pouches(3), blaster). Attach the blaster onto the belt as shown using it’s 
velcro (A). Attach the 3 pouches onto the belt as shown via velcro (B). The front of the belt has a silver 
buckle (C). Place the assembled belt onto the waist of the figure (D).

2. Locate the items above (torso and chest rig). Place the chest rig onto the front of the torso. Thread the side straps at the end of the chest  
 rig through the links located under the figures arms, (E) and (F). Secure using the velcro. Thread the back strap through the opposite end  
 of the chest rig and secure w/ velcro on the figures back (G). Clip the chest straps to the shoulder straps (H). Slide torso onto waist key (I).
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3. Slide shoulder strap on the figures right arm and secure it to the neck. Attach helmet scanner magnetically. Slide left  
 hand into left arm key and right hand with blaster into right arm key. 

4. Locate the figures shoulder ammo pack. Wrap the long strap under 
 the figures left shoulder and attach it to the pack using the velcro.

EXCLUSIVE: Switch out Death Troopers blaster
with the exclusive piece.
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